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Executive Summary
Transportation investment in highways, airports , and other forms of transportation
infrastructure brings with it both benefits and costs. From an economic and budgetary
perspective, the most desirable infrastructure investments are those whose benefits exceed
their total costs. The benefits of public transportation stem from its significant effect on
improving people's mobility; its ameliorative effects on traffic congestion; and its positive
impact on the economic development of the region.
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and National Cooperative Highway Research
Program (NCHRP) research reveals that, when well planned, highway investment yields
social and economic benefits for communities. These gains include,
•

Reduced congestion and improved reliability;

•

Lower vehicle operating costs;

•

Improved safety in the region ;

•

Lower air emission due smoother speed and lower congestion;

•

Greater demand for commercial floor-space and correspondingly higher commercial
property values; and

•

More highly valued residential property due to the locational and environmental benefits,
yet without higher residential taxes.

SimilarlY, transit-related economic impacts occur as either a generative, redistributive, or
transfer impacts.' Generative impacts account for economic growth, as measured by income,
employment, job accessibility, and travel time savings, which occur as a consequence of transit
and result in a net economic gain for society as a whole. Redistributive impacts involve a shift in
regional economic activity, resulting in a concentration around transit, rather than an even
distribution across the region. While these impacts are redistributive in nature, the concentration
of economic activity can result in economic development benefit via industrial concentration
such as agglomeration. Therefore, both generative and redistributive impacts can be seen as
measures of regional economic development. Conversely, transfer impacts are a result of
monetary transfers between entities which result in a net economic gain of zero.
The change to a region's transportation infrastructure, therefore, can have a number of economic
impacts, such as access to a larger labor pool, a higher concentration of consumers in close
proximity, and other factors that foster sustainable increases in total regional production.
Economic development is typically measured by production, employment, income or property
values in the region. Examining these statistics provides a more complete picture of
I Economic Impact Analysis a/Transit Investments: Guidebookfor Practitioners, TCRP Report 35 , Transportation
Research Board, National Research Council, 1998.

transportation impact to a region . It is this type of assessment process that makes HDR I HLB
unique and most -qualified to conduct this study for Columbia River Crossing project.

HDR AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF TRANSIT
HDR has along history in conducting and publishing studies that investigated the concept of
value capture to fund transit investments:
•

HDR I HLB ' s specialized practice in the Cost Benefit Analysisand Economic Impact
Analysis of major transportation projects. The practice specializes in transit investment;
highway investment; airport and air traffic control investment; and inter-modal facility
investment.

•

A $2.5 million, nine-year HDR I HLB research and development engagement with the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA). The Federal Transit Administration retained HDR I
HLB to establish a comprehensive new methodology for quantifying the economic impacts
of fixed route and demand-responsive transit service. FTA published various reports as the
findings emerged, and offered Congressional testimony by then-FTA Administrator Gordon
Linton and other federal officials. The work was completed after full review and validation
by external acadymic reviewers. That engagement, from 1991 to 2000, resulted in an FTApublished methodology for measuring the effects and the economic benefits and costs of
public transportation.

•

HDR I HLB has developed StratBencost model for the National Cooperative Highway
Research program t6 assess tbe worthiness of highway investments. The model is currently
used by over 30 transportation and planning agencies in the US and Canada.

•

The underlyin~ estimation methodologies for each category of benefit are documented in a
1999 textbook authored by Dr. David Lewis and the FTA's Dr. Fred Williams. The book is
being widely used in graduate-level university courses and training programs to teach the
methodology and its various components. All benefit estimation methodologies have also
been refereed by Urban Institute fellows and the federal Office of Management and Budget
(OMB). Given the importance of the estimation transparency, HLB's methodology is
expressed in non-technical structure and logic diagrams .

•

HDR I HLB has been engaged for the past three years by the federal government of Canada
in developing a user-friendly computer model for the comprehensive measurement of transit
benefits (including cross-sectoral benefits for healthcare and social services) at the municipal
and regional level. The model is now functional imd a U.S. version has been developed for
FTA in response to a Congressionally mandated transit benefits analysis.

•

In the past five years, HDR I HLB has been engaged in the measurement of transit benefits,
including cross-sectoral benefits for the cities of Cincinnati, Dayton, Philadelphia,
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David Lewis and Fred Lawrence Williams, Policy and Planning as Public Choice: Mass Transit in the United

States, Ashgate, 1999

Richmond, Roanoke, Washington D.C., San Antonio, Austin, Columbus, and San Diego. In
Canada, HDR I HLB has led similar studies in Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal , and Calgary.
•

HDR I HLB conducted state of the art studies state-wide systems in Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,
and Virginia, that estimated the economic benefits of transit to the state. The findings were
submitted to the state legislatures to support funding planning for public transportation.

•

HDR I HLB 's model uses a risk analysis framework to account for uncertainty surrounding
all key assumptions, thereby providing decision makers with the spectrum of potential
outcomes with assigned probability of occurrence.

•

HDR I HLB has developed benefits assessment models for the Federal Highway
Administration (the freight benefits part of the HERS model), the Federal Railroad
Administration (RailDec and GradeDec models), and Transport Canada Transit Division
(TransDEC).

•

HDR I HLB benefit-measurement techniques comply with the strict economic and financial
rules of Cost-Benefit Analysis in relation to (i) base case specification; (ii) safe-guards
against double-counting; (iii) life-cycle analysis; and (iv) statistical range assessment.

HDR VALUE ANALYSIS PRINCIPLES
HDR I HLB' s principal product is decision support. Our approach to assessing the worthiness of
various transportation alternatives recognizes a number of principles - pillars upon which the
accuracy, credibility and usefulness of any economic assessment inevitably rest. These
principles are summarized below.
1. Transparency: Our analysis is wholly transparent as stakeholders can trace estimates of value
creation back through their evidentiary and causal logic. We use principally our own models,
many of which are custom developed to suit the situation at-hand, and rendered transparent
through the device of Structure and Logic groupware. When we go to off-the-shelf models, we
typically reject those that are not wholly transparent in favor of models whose parameters,
assumptions, and relationships can be full understood .

2. Stakeholders Engagement: Our models and valuations permit stakeholder engagement in
their creation and modification, and in their enumeration ("valuation by discussion"). We can
take our work to the street, explain it to stakeholders, embrace their beliefs, and grind out
consensus. Our approach invites stakeholderslExpert Panellists to test alternative probability
ranges and alternative values for any and all forecasts and valuation assumptions and variables in
the economic impact model. The model runs in real-time, allowing results of alternative
assumptions, forecasts and probability assessments to be examined and discussed in a smooth,
discursive dialogue among the stakeholders. HDR I HLB would use this facilitation process to
seek Expert Panel consensus on inputs, results and appropriate risk mitigation strategies during
the meeting.

3. Accounting for Uncertainty: Our analysis reflects the risk of error; people don't have to
suspend disbelief in order to buy-in to the results. Decision makers and the public know one
thing for certain when it comes to benefit assessment: every important estimation and
assumption will likely be wrong to some degree! Confidence in Benefit assessment results is
maximized when risk analysis is applied. Risk analysis involves recognizing the probability
range of error in each and every assumption and estimation that enters into the benefit estimation
process. It also involves being transparent about these probability ranges and permitting enough
scrutiny by experts and opinion leaders beyond the study team to assure their confidence that risk
is properly taken into account.
4. Ensuring Incrementality: Our analysis is based on the additional value created by
investment and changes in service, and thus we avoid such things as the "no transit" baseline and
other non-credible analytic artifacts.

5. Comprehensive Assessment: We recognize that all benefits - direct, indirect, market and
external - create value that can be captured. But we also know how to develop value metrics that
can be of direct use in value capture. Thus time savings, while a convenient valuation device in
cost-benefit analysis, is not useful when the aim is value capture (because time savings cannot be
taxed at source). We would tbus measure the value of time savings by measuring their
capi~alization in property value. Likewise, while benefit analysis would quantify air quality
benefits directly, for value capture, we'd measure the realization of environmental benefits in a
commodity, like land, which can be taxed at source.
6. Avoidance of Double Counting The other side of the comprehensiveness coin is doublecounting - it must of course be avoided. But here again the issues are subtle and important. For
we are concerned not only with the inclusion of double-counted benefits, but also the exclusion
of benefits that are mistakenly judged as double-counting. Many studies, for example, fail to
account for the value of reliability improvements for job and medical trips on the assumption that
the valuation of time savings accounts for such effects. Both micro-economic theory and actual
measurement prove this assumption wrong, however 3 Travelers value reductions in travel time
variability and unpredictability even when there is no improvement in average speed or reduction
in average travel time. Moreover, the estimated value of reductions in average travel time has
been found to be foUf. times greater during congested conditions (i.e. during times of
unpredictability) than during un-congested periods. In light of the above, the comprehensiveness
principle must be applied in two directions: (i) we must avoid the inclusion of double-counted
effects; and (ii) we must avoid the exclusion of effects that appear at first blush to be doublecounted but in fact are not.
We believe that the principles listed above are key success factors for conducting a credible and
broadly-acceptable study that will support and inform the CRC team about the benefits and costs
under each alternative.
STRATEGY FOR COORDINATION
We propose to apply the principles outlined above in the context of a coordinated process of
subject-specific Working Papers, Meetings, Expert Panel reviews and Expert Panel consensus
HLB Decision Economics and University of California at Irvine, Valuation o/Travel-Time Savings and
Predictability in Congested Conditiolls, National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 431, 1999
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development. Working Papers on sequential aspects of the process would be submitted by email
and hardcopy for review and comment. At key points (agreed upon in advance with the CRC
Team ), the Working Papers would form the basis for CRC Team, Stakeholders and/or Expert
Panel Meetings. The process as we see it at present is as follows:
•

Working Paper 1 would present the detailed work plan, schedule, along with an
overview of the methodological approach. This Working Paper would precede the KickOff Meeting and be designed to facilitate that meeting;

•

Working Paper 2 would define in detail the benefit categories. This paper would
precede risk analysis workshops that HDR will convene to gather inputs, in an open,
consensus-based forum, from local experts representing various perspectives.

•

Working Paper 3 would form the Preliminary Results Report would define the
categories of benefit and cost and estimation methods. This report would precede the
third meeting . Note that HDR I HLB would facilitate this meeting with the CRC Cost
Benefit Model in-situ. This means that the CRC /Expert Panellists would be invited to
test alternative probability ranges and alternative values for any and all forecasts,
assumptions and variables in the Model. The model would run in real-time, allowing
assumptions, forecasts and probability assessments to be examined and discussed in a
smooth, discursive dialogue among the experts and HDR I HLB. It should be noted that
expert panel facilitation in this mode is an HDR I HLB Specialized Practice, called the
Risk Analysis Process(See Appendix A). Comments received at that meeting could still
be embodied in the Final Report.

Project Understanding
Study Objectives
The HDR I HLB Decision Economics team understands the issues and objectives as defined by
CRC Team to conduct an objective cost benefit analysis to assess the relative worthiness of
various alternatives currently under consideration. Our strong expertise in assessing highway
and transit benefits for well over 50 agencies in the US and Canada uniquely qualifies us to
perform the tasks required
Highway Benefits Assessment
For this project, we intend to customized algorithms from StratBENCOST model , which was
developed for the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) by HDRIHLB to
evaluate highway projects. The model incorporates an analysis of the network of highways and
surrounding roads. The model allows strategic level planners to integrate highway user costs and
Cost Benefit Analysis into a broad-based highway investment evaluation tool. The analysis will
be conducted at the roadway network level while incorporating risk analysis techniques to
account for uncertainty inherent in the methodology and data underlying the analysis. This part
of the model will assess the effects on the CRC on surrounding/alternative roadways in terms of
travel times, travel distances, and other performance data, and develops economic investment
and decision criteria based on those results. In particular the highway investment analysis will
take into accounts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demand estimation traffic models (network roadways);
Value of time models based on economic data;
Vehicle operating cost models;
Safety and accident cost estimation;
Environmental effects;
Construction and disruption costs;
Risk analysis element to account for uncertainty; and
Economic evaluation criteria.

StratBENCOST uses an extensive set of default user cost values, which provide information on
such various issues related on travel time savings, vehicle operating costs, safety savings, and
environmental savings. The analysis will rely on these defaults value when ever existing data are
not available.

Transit Benefits Tal<onomy
4
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) research reveals that transit-oriented development in the
United States yields social and economic benefits for communities. These gains include,
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•

Increased demand for walking and biking;

•

A corresponding decline in the demand for motorized trips;

•

Reduced dependence on automobiles;

Federal Transit Administration, 1996 Report: An Update, U.S. Department of Transportation

•

Greater demand for commercial floor-space and correspondingly higher commercial
property values; and

•

More highly valued residential property due to the locational and environmental benefits
of transit-oriented development, yet without higher residential taxes.

Taken together, all these characteristics of public transportation make a positive contribution to
the regional economy. More specifically the benefits of transit fall into three main categories
that can be defined as follows:

•

Affordable Mobility/Sector Sector Benefits - These are the benefits from providing
low-cost mobility to transit depend households . The benefits include income from
employment made possible by transit, the economic value to access services such as
healthcare, education, retail , and attractions (transit fare is typically lower than taxi fare
and vehicle ownershlp and operating cost), and budget savings for welfare and social
services due to the presence of transit.

•

Congestion Management Benefits - Congestion management benefits are the savings in
vehicle ownership and operating cost, travel time, accidents and environmental emissions
due to less congestion and fewer miles traveled by personal vehicles due to the transit
system. These savings in resources imply greater disposable household income for other
purposes. The two principal benefits are the reduction in travel by personal vehicles, and,
travel in less congested conditions by vehicles remaining on the roadway.

•

Economic Development Benefits - Proximity to transit has a positive effect on
residential property values and the commercial activities due to the increased availability
of travel opportunities, and, the ability of others to access the residence and commercial
centers by transit.

Table I presents the benefits of public transportation taxonomy categorized above. HDR I HLB
proposes to assess all these benefits within this project with a thorough concentration on assess
alternative options. The estimation of public transportation affordable mobility and cross sector
benefits employs state-of-the-art methods of consumer surplus analysis in application to distinct
income, demographic and transit-dependent groups. The estimation of benefits also includes
methods of estimating the reduction in transfer payments due to reduced unemployment and
reduced reliance on home-based healthcare and nutrition social services.

Table 1: Transit Benefits Taxonomy

Economic ''Benefits''

Beneficiaries

Link to Economic ''Impacts''

Economic Impact
Metrics

Reduced commuting delays lead to lower labor costs
and increased demand for labor.
Congestion Management Benefits
Reduced congestion costs (reduced
travel time, vehicle operating costs,
and other anci llary travel expenses;
reduced accident costs; reduced
emissions)

Existing and induced transit
users (other than lowincome)
People and businesses
(freight shippers Icarriers)
who travel on road network
adjacent to transit lines

Affordable Mobility Benefits
Induced demand and change in
consumer surplus associated with
availability of low-cost
transportation (accessibility)

Low income households
and people with special
needs, with access to transit
network

Cross-Sector Benefits
Reduced budgetary outlays on
assistance programs (such as home
care, meals on wheels, etc.)

Sponsoring agencies and
taxpayers

Livable Community Benefits
TOD and agglomeration economies

Households residing, and
businesses located, in
vicinity of transit stations

Reduced work-related travel delays lead to increased
labor productivity and reduced production costs.
Reduced highway congestion leads to reduced
logistics and production costs.

Number of jobs
created or retained
Change in value of
sales I output

Increased trip-making lead to increased demand and
economic activity.

Change in labor and
other income

Reduced out-of-pocket travel expenses lead to
increased purchasing power.

Change in lax
collection (including
sales, income and
business taxes)

Increased trip-making lead to increased demand and
economic activity.

Budgetary resources are made available for other,
more productive uses.

Proximity (access}"to labor pools, suppliers,
customers, etc. enhances productivity I reduces
production costs. These impacts are capitalized in
property values.

Program I budgetary
cost savings

Change in property
values
Change in property
taxes

Scope of Services
Within the coordination framework outlined above, we propose to conduct the Cost Benefit
Analysis for the CRC alternatives in conformance with the task structure described below.
TASK 1: IDENTIFICATION OF THE BASELINE CONDITION AND ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

The team will review all existing documents under this task to identify the baseline conditions
in terms of socioeconontic and traffic growth as well as alternative investments under
considerations.
The main goal for baseline identification is to Guarantee "Incrementality" and avoid any
potential double counting. Therefore, any minor infrastructure improvement planned or under
way in the corridor should be taken into consideration under the baseline conditions in the
analysis.
The cost benefit analysis of the CRC would not be complete without a comprehensive
assessment of the alternative projects. Project alternatives include alternate measures to reduce
projected congestion (LRT vs. BRT) as well as alternate routes (Main Street vs. 1-5).
TASK 2: IDENTIFICATION AND MEASUREMENT OF BENEFITS AND COSTS

Cost Benefit Analyses (CBA) of highway and transit projects develop monetary measures of
benefits for comparisons against cost. CBA attempts to capture all public benefits and costs
regardless of who realizes the benefits and costs or what form that they take. All benefits and
costs will be identified and quantified in this task, employing the principles and methodologies
outlined earlier. Optimal statistical techniques will be employed in the process.
The following categories of primary benefits and costs would be identified, quantified and riskassessed in relation to the Base Case and each Strategic Option:
•

Capital costs;

•

Life-cycle operating costs;

•

Time savings to motorists and transit users;

•

Reliability improvements to motorists and transit users;

•

Low cost mobility benefits;

•

Social service efficiency benefits;

•

Liveable corrununity, station-specific benefits;

•

Vehicle operating cost savings for autos, trucks and buses;

•

Safety costs and benefits, including life, limb and property effects;

•

Environmental effects, including air quality, noise and greenhouse gases; and

•

Infrastructure maintenance and capacity costs.

In addition to the above, HDR I HLB will look carefully into the employment and tax effects of
the options. We note however that it is extremely difficult to ascertain incremental (as distinct
from transfer) effects in relation to these two factors. Glib accounting for such effects is often
the Achilles heel of Benefit-Cost Studies and HDR I HLB councils great care. Our typical
approach is to separate these impacts, comment as carefully as possible on their possible
incrementality (needed for valid inclusion in the CBA) and demonstrate their impact on the
results in "what-if' modality.
"Traditional" CBA methods produce single expected outcomes and are sometimes
supplemented with alternative scenarios. UnfortuIjately, a set of outcome scenarios, even if
based on best professional judgment, depend entirely on the data and model assumptions.
Moreover, depending on assumptions, high and low scenarios may characterize extreme
outcomes which may be highly unlikely.
A "Risk Analysis" approach simultaneously varies assumptions about the likelihood of key
model parameters to better reflect actual outcomes. Instead of relying on arbitrary "high" and
"low" scenarios, a risk-based approach incorporates the probability or "odds" that an outcome
will actually materialize. With these probabilities, results can be simulated for an entire range
of outcomes, each determined by an associated probability. In effect, results are defined as a
probability distribution .
Risk-based results contribute to decision maIGng in several ways. Results include the expected
values of CBA measures along with highly favorable and unfavorable values ones and their
probabilities, respectively. This continuum of outcomes and probabilities permits decisionmakers to weigh downside and upside risks of outcomes. In addition, project alternatives may
be ranked based on an expected value or perhaps some minimum level of certainty in outcome.
TASK 3: COMPUTATION OF NET BENEFITS
We propose to present measures of investment worth (net present value, rate of return and BC
ratio) and measures of optimal timing. Having coded the analysis as Cost Benefit Analysis
Simulation Model, will we be in a position to assess policy and planning questions, including
(i) alignment impacts, (ii) ridership volumes impacts, and (iii) value of time impacts among
other variables.
The risk analysis will reveal the probability of achieving various rate of return given the
underlying risk assessment of ridership, development effects and other factors, including
uncertainties ascertained from experience in other cities. In other words, the model will enable
decision makers to ascertain the LRT phasing options that would align construction with
underlying population and traffic growth in such a way as to ensure a desirable return on
investment.
It is in the context of risk that regions can best plan their futures and it is thus in the context of
risk that we propose to formulate our conclusions and recommendations.

TASK 4: REPORTING
The risk analysis will be key to the fonnulation of the Expert Panel consensus on assumptions
and forecasts and key to the final HDR I HLB conclusion and opinion on the merits of various
options for the region's welfare. The report, therefore, will provide a comprehensive
documentation of the data, methodology, workshop outcomes, and the study findings. HDR I
HLB will be prepare three deliverables:
I. "Executive Summary": a quantitative and qualitative elaboration of all economic
impacts written and presented to a general audience;
2. A final report: HDR I HLB will prepare a draft final report containing a comprehensive
report that will include detailed analysis, data, methodology, and estimates derivation.
3. A detailed series of appendices on the derivation of each category of benefit for each
category of service and the data used, written for a technical audience. The report will
also include recommendations regarding future research concepts and needs; and
4. A PowerPoint presentation document to present the results to various stakeholders.

Schedule and Budget
We propose to conduct the analysis within a l4-Week period for an overall budget of
$167,101. Our proposed schedule and budget are shown below.
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Appendix A: RAP Primer
Economic forecasts traditionally take the form of a single "expected outcome" supplemented
with alternative scenarios. The limitation of a forecast with a single expected outcome is clear
-- while it may provide the single best statistical estimate, it offers no information about the
range of other possible outcomes and their associated probabilities. The problem becomes
acute when uncertainty surrounding the forecast's underlying assumptions is material.
A common approach is to create "high case" and "low case" scenarios to bracket the central
estimate. This scenario approach can exacerbate the problem of dealing with risk because it
gives no indication of likelihood associated with the alternative outcomes. The commonly
reported "high case" may assume that most underlying assumptions deviate in the same
direction from their expected value, and likewise for the "low case." In reality, the likelihood
that all underlying factors shift in the same direction simultaneously is just as remote as that of
everything turning out as expected.
Another common approach to providing added perspective on reality is "sensitivity analysis."
Key forecast assumptions are varied one at a time in order to assess their relative impact on the
expected outcome. A problem here is that the assumptions are often varied by arbitrary
amounts. A more serious concern with this approach is that, in the real world, assumptions do
not veer from actual outcomes one at a time. It is the impact of simultaneous differences
between assumptions and actual outcomes that is needed to provide a realistic perspective on
the riskiness of a forecast.

Risk Analysis provides a way around the problems outlined above. It helps avoid the lack of
perspective in "high" and "low" cases by measuring the probability or "odds" that an outcome
will actually materialize. This is accomplished by attaching ranges (probability distributions)
to the forecasts of each input variable. The approach allows all inputs to be varied
simultaneously within their distributions, thus avoiding the problems inherent in conventional
sensitivity analysis. The approach also recognizes interrelationships between variables and
their associated probability distributions .
The Risk Anal ysis Process involves four steps:
Step l.

Define the structure and logic of the forecasting problem;

Step 2.

Assign estimates and ranges (probability distributions) to each variable and
forecasting coefficient in the forecasting structure and logic;

Step 3.

Engage experts and stakeholders in assessment of model and assumption risks (the
"RAP Session"); and

Step 4.

Issue forecast risk analysis.

Step 1. Define Structure and Logic of the Forecasting Problem
A "structure and logic model " depicts the variables and cause and effect relationships that
underpin the forecasting problem at-hand (Figure 1). Although the structure and logic model is
written down mathematic·ally to facilitate analysis, it is also depicted diagrammaticall y in order
to permit stakeholder scrutiny and modification in Step 3 of the process (see below).

Figure 2: Example of a Structure and Logic Mr0'-d_e_I _ _-.
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Step 2. Assign Central Estimates and Conduct Probability Analysis
Each variable is assigned a central estimate and a range (a probability distribution) to represent
the degree of uncertainty. Special data sheets are used (see Figure 2) to record the estimates.
The first column gives an initial median while the second and third columns define an
uncertainty range representing an 80 percent confidence interval. This is the range within
which there exists an 80 probability finding the actual outcome. The greater the uncertainty
associated with a forecast variable the wider the range.
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Probability ranges are established on the basis of both statistical analysis and subjective
probability. Probability ranges need not be normal or symmetrical .. that is, there is no need to
assume the bell shaped normal probability curve. The bell curve assumes an equal likelihood
of being too low and being too high in forecasting a particular value. It might well be, for
example, that if a projected growth rate deviates from expectations; circumstances are such that
it is more likely to be higher than the median expected outcome than lower.
The RAP computer program transforms the ranges as depicted above into formal probability
distributions (or "probability density functions"). This liberates the non-statistician from the
need to appreciate the abstract statistical depiction of probability and thus enables stakeholders
to understand and participate in the process whether or not they possess statistical training.
From where do the central estimates and probability ranges for each assumption in the
forecasting structure and logic framework come? There are two sources. The first is an
historical analysis of statistical uncertainty in all variables and an error analysis of the
forecasting "coefficients." "Coefficients" are numbers that represent the measured impact of
one variable (say, income) on another (such as retail sales). While these coefficients can only
be known with uncertainty, statistical methods help uncover the magnitude of such error (using
diagnostic statistics such as "standard deviation," "standard error," "confidence intervals" and
so on).
The uncertainty analysis outlined above is known in the textbooks as "frequentist" probability.
The second line of uncertainty analysis employed in risk analysis is called "subjective
probability" (also called "Bayesian" statistics, for the mathematician Bayes who developed it).
Whereas a frequentist probability represents the measured frequency with which different
outcomes occur (i.e. , the number of heads and tails after thousands of tosses) ·the Bayesian
probability of an event occurring is the degree of belief held by an informed person or group
that it will occur. Obtaining subjective probabilities is the subject of Step 3.

Step 3. Conduct Expert Evaluation: The RAP Session

Step 3 involves the formation of an expert panel and the use of facilitation techniques to elicit,
from the panel, risk and probability beliefs about:
1.

The structure of the forecasting framework; and

2.

Uncertainty attaching to each variable and forecasting coefficient within the
framework.

In (1), experts are invited to add variables and hypothesized causal relationships that may be
material, yet missing from the model. In (2), panelists are engaged in a discursive protocol
during which the frequentist -based central estimates and ranges, provided to panelists in
advance of the session, are modified according to subjective expert beliefs. This process is
aided with an interactive "groupware" computer tool that permits the visualization of
probability ranges under alternative belief systems.

Step 4. Issue Risk Analysis
The final probability distributions are formulated by the risk analyst (HDR) and represent a
combination of "frequentist" and subjective probability information drawn from Step 3. These
are combined using a simulation technique (Monte Carlo analysis) that allows each variable
and forecasting coefficient to vary simultaneously according to its associated probability
distribution (see Figure 3, below).

Figure 4: Combining Probability Distributions
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The end result is a central forecast, together with estimates of the probability of achieving
alternative outcomes given uncertainties in underlying variables and coefficients (see Figures 4
and 5, below).

Figure 5: Risk Analysis of MTA Value For Corridor A, alllllustratioll
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